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1 Mimbres bowl
2 Mimbres bowl
a. Top view
b. Three-quarter view
3 Bowl by Wayne Higby
4 Spiral bowl (porcelain) 9" Dia.
5 Spiral bowl (porcelain) 9" Dia.
6 Slip-patted bowl (porcelain) 9" Dia.
7 Brushwork platter (porcelain) 13" Dia.
8 Floating brushwork bowl (porcelain) .... 8" Dia.
a. Top view
b. Three-quarter view
9 Diptych bowls (porcelain) 9" Dias
a. Top view
b. Three-quarter view
10 Platter (stoneware) 20" Dia.
11 Platter (stoneware) 20" Dia.
12 Brushwork bowl (stoneware) 13" Dia.
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THESIS PROPOSAL
I intend to develop a series of pieces involving
brushwork. My primary investigation will be figure -ground,
color, and abstraction from nature. Brushwork will be
chosen as the technique of mark making, because of its
physical properties, i.e. stroke depth, energy, shape
creating ability, and line quality. It is also chosen for
its potential to evoke a sense of lyricisim.
v
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HISTORICAL AND AESTHETIC SOURCES
In the course of this thesis, certain aspects of
Oriental and abstract- expressionist painting, contemporary
ceramics, historical ceramics, and sources from nature
contributed to my work. As a result of understanding these
sources I am able to clarify my own work to a greater
degree .
Because this thesis deals with issues of painting, I
looked to specific paintings for a better understanding of
the brush and the ways it may be used. Oriental brushwork
and abstract-expressionism deal with similar problems of
line quality, composition and energy. The way the brush
strokes are utilized is of primary significance in Oriental
paintings. The shapes of the marks, the general feeling of
the work, and the space surrounding the brushstrokes are all
important qualities of Oriental brushwork.
The following critique of Oriental painting analyzes
its contribution to my work. The shape which is naturally
made by a bamboo brush is a thick to thin line. Chinese and
Japanese painters use this characteristic to its best
advantage. They don't conceal this line- -they use it as a
vehicle for expression. There is a sense of growth because
there is a beginning and end to the brushstroke. Whether
the stroke is delicate or bold, in the finest paintings,
there is true vitality to the line. Sometimes, as can be
seen in the Zen paintings of Sengai, there is an awkwardness
to the line which adds to the quality of the painting. In
many Oriental paintings there is a large amount of white
space; this surrounding space is as important as the brush-
work and is an important factor in my work. "A Chinese
painting is first and foremost a picture of space; it
defines space ... by space and not objects." In Oriental
painting, the unfilled space becomes more powerful because
it is unfilled.
Jackson Pollock's emotional energy and method of
applying paint to the canvas, and Franz Kline's composi
tional and calligraphic style are qualities I respond to and
feel are important to involve in my own work. Pollock's
paintings are in touch with the subconscious rather than the
intellectual, and there is a raw energy about them. Yet, in
spite of the complexity of his paintings, (Blue Poles, for
example) there is also a delicate quality. The way he
painted in the air above the canvas produced an airy,
dancing stroke. Kline's paintings are less complex in their
brushwork, and more geometric in their composition- - squares ,
circles, and rectangles appear in his work. With Kline's
use of wide black lines on white ground, there is a bold and
calligraphic feeling to his paintings. In abstract-
expressionism there is no subject matter and the viewer is
compelled to look at the painting for the painting's sake.
Michael Sullivan, The Meeting of Eastern and Western
Art (Greenwich, Connecticut: The New York Graphic Society,
1973), p. 246.
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Abstract expressionism is about line, emotional energy, and
the quality of paint itself.
The use of surface to create illusion, the relationship
of the bowl's inner surface to its outer surface, and the
balance of positive to negative space are ideas explored in
this thesis. Bowls made by the Mimbres Indians from
950 A.D. to 1150 A.D. are an historical source expressing
these ideas. Not only is there dramatic use of positive/
negative space, but also decorative illusion based on the
bowl form. Banded top sections of the bowls give the
illusion of being rims while painted notches on the edges of
the bowls alter the visual form. Certain painted areas of
the bowls create an illusion of depth. The non- figurative
bowls with center space domination are good examples of this
(111. 1). Rotation of the image helps produce this illusion
because it draws the viewer's eye into the bowl. Some
Mimbres bowls require multiple viewing positions--they
should be seen from a three-quarter view as well as from
directly above. A classic example of this is the bowl with
the painting of four men lying on the ground around a rug.
When seen from the three-quarter view, they appear to
actually be sitting on the rug (111. 2 and 3). These ideas
of illusionary rims, illusionary depth, and the multiple
viewing positions of a bowl are significant to my work. In
my bowls, like Mimbres bowls, the figure-ground relationship
is used in such a way that the negative balances with the
positive and becomes one with the bowl form. All of these
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balances, relationships, and illusions create visual
interest for the viewer.
Wayne Higby ' s bowls are also about illusion and mul
tiple position viewing. His bowls create two contradictory
illusions. Walking toward one of his bowls is like walking
into a landscape. Immense distances are involved, ranging
from large rock images on the outside of the bowl to distant
cliff lines on the inside lip. On the other hand, when one
of his bowls is viewed from a stationary three-quarter view,
inside and outside images line up and the volume of the bowl
flattens out (111. 4). This flattening of volume by align
ing inside images with outside images is prevalent in my own
work and is achieved by juxtapositioning brushstrokes.
Throughout this thesis Lucy Rie ' s bowls had a great
influence on my bowl forms. There is a sense of fragility,
elegance and growth to her bowls as well as an Oriental
quality (narrow bases growing and curving out to wide thin
lips are reminiscent of Chinese bowls). The clean, linear
grace of the profile line of her forms is a characteristic I
strive to achieve with my bowls.
In addition to looking at painting and historical
ceramics, I also look at nature for ideas. Plants and sea
images (waves, swirling water, sea plants, and shells) are
my main sources. Rather than attempt to reproduce a speci
fic image, I am more interested in evoking a feeling
relating to one of those sources. Leaves grow from a thin
stem to a thick leaf to a narrow tip. A brushstroke made
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with a bamboo brush can move the same way. Some of my
brushmarks with joints and twists are related to the way
leaves attach to branches or the way leaves twist. Waves,
swirling water, and sea plants are among the suggestive
images I use in my work. Shells, too, have been an impor
tant source, and I work with the metaphor that a bowl is a
shell. Spirals, color contrasts, and translucency are all
properties inherent in shells and in my bowls.
AESTHETIC STATEMENT
The majority of work done in support of this thesis
deals with bowls. The inherent simplicity of this form
offers me the maximum amount of surface with its visual
accessibility to the inner and outer surfaces. I strive for
a feeling of elegance in my bowls, and I enjoy the contrast
between the "tighter" form and the "looser" brushwork.
Throwing rings are eliminated in order not to detract or
distract from the form or my brushwork.
The brushwork on the surface of the bowl must relate to
the form. Spirals and illusionary rims are two decorative
compositions I use to emphasize this relationship. Spirals
work with the shape of the bowl by complementing the circle
of the bowl's lip. They give a feeling of descension into
the bowl creating the illusion that the bowl is deeper than
it actually is. Spirals direct the viewer's eye into the
bowl and around the inside (111. 5). Illusionary rims are
used in combination with spirals. When the viewer looks
down at the bowl, an illusionary rim gives the false impres
sion that the top edge of the bowl is flattening out and
down to become a flared rim. Slip-patted bands or bands of
white with accenting spiralling brushwork are used to
achieve this illusion (111. 7). The outer surfaces of these
bowls are undecorated to contrast with the heavy color on
the inner surfaces. It gives a surprise effect which is
much like the surprise received when a white shell is picked
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up, turned over, and a highly colored inside surface is
found .
The other decorative method relating the brushwork to
the form is the use of free brushwork cutting across the
inside and outside of bowls and platters. As a bowl or
platter is turned, different relationships between the
inside and outside brushstrokes appear. When certain bowls
are seen from a three-quarter viewing position, the inside/
outside strokes line up and flatten the form (111. 15). On
some of my bowls and platters I activate the space surround
ing the brushwork using wide brushstrokes to balance the
negative space. In a more complex fashion, other pieces are
decorated with brushstrokes forming a composition loosely
based on the square (Fig. 9). The compositional strength of
a square within a circle (brushstrokes forming a square
within the circle of the lip) lies in its potential to
activate the negative space and vice-versa. Another compo
sitional method involves utilizing the surrounding space in
a more passive way; minimal brushstrokes are
"floated"
inside and outside the forms (111. 12). The white space is
not filled in for the purpose of giving the brushstrokes
room to "float" and to provide contrast to the active
brushwork.
One of the critical elements in determining the success
of one of my pieces is the dynamism of the brushwork.
Energy in the line quality gives life to the whole piece.
This energy is transmitted to the piece by me as a result of
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an intuitive action; when I tap my own personal energy, the
brushwork flows and lives. This intuitive response provides
a balance to the intellectual processes involved in this
thesis .
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CONCLUSION
At the completion of this thesis, certain conclusions
may be drawn while some areas of uncertainty remain. The
work shows a successful integration of form and surface, and
the realization of the importance of contrasts. On the
other hand, the potential of the use of color has not been
fully explored and presents new challenges for future work.
This thesis has made me far more conscious of ceramics
as a union of surface and form. By contrasting dynamic
brushwork with precise, elegant forms, and working with the
positive/negative relationship of the decoration to the
form, I feel that my work has successfully realized this
goal.
Although color was a less important issue, value
contrast of color was explored. Combinations ranged between
the high contrast of black and white to the more subtle
contrasts of blue-green and green-blue. High contrasts, of
course, proved more dramatic than subtle contrasts. I found
that color can set the mood of a piece because of these
dramatic or subtle contrasts, however I still have many
questions concerning color. In the future, I plan to
explore the possibilities of color as well as continue with
my brushwork.
- 9 -
APPENDIX (TECHNICAL DATA)
My bowls and platters are decorated with colored slips
applied to leather-hard forms. After bisquing, they are
dipped in a clear glaze and fired to cone six oxidation.
Cone 6 - White Slip
E.P.K. - 20
Grolleg - 20
Kentucky Special - 5
Nepheline Syenite - 30
Flint - 20
Percentages of commercial stains are added for color
Cone 6 - Porcelain
E.P.K. - 20
Grolleg - 20
Kentucky Special - 5
Nepheline Syenite - 30
Flint - 20
Bentonite - 3
Miller's #90 is the stoneware clay used.
Cone 6 - Clear Glaze
Kona F-4 - 45
Flint - 20
Gerstley Borate - 13.3
Whiting - 8.3
Dolomite - 6.4
Zinc Oxide - 4.0
E.P.K. - 2.4
Cone 6 - Clear Glaze
Kona F-4 - 35
Gerstley Borate - 23
Barium Carbonate - 8
Whiting - 8
E.P.K. - 8
Flint - 18
- 10 -
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